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Captured without extraneous or incidental detail, Lands’ End Box with
Teeth Marks is a digital copy of a rectangular piece of cardboard cut
to the exact size of the scanner bed. The surface, although minimal, is
strangely beguiling. Off-center and vertically parallel run the flattened
fold of the box edge and thin line of blue text. Together these surface
disturbances reveal the material’s original function, locating it in the
real world. A broad strip of packing tape darts in horizontally, delicately
enmeshed with a geometric form reminiscent of the diamond pattern
in Tudor-leaded windows. At this intersection, a series of small holes,
configured in the vague symmetry of a Rorschach, destroys the
purity of the parallel lines and lends a studied violence to the piece.
While the frenzied puncture marks reflect her feline companion’s feral
streak, they also suggest an affection that can only be expressed
through biting and clawing. The interplay between the personal and
the dispassionate mirrors their wavering struggle for dominance, while
underscoring their species divide.—Ciara Ennis

Editor

Julia Schlosser, Lands’ End Box with Teeth Marks, 2011, archival
pigment print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series Things the Cats Chewed

For more on the portfolio of Julia Schlosser’s work curated by Ciara
Ennis, see pages 10 to 18.
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The Lives of Others:
The Work of Julia Schlosser
Ciara Ennis

Processed-based and highly conceptual, Julia Schlosser’s practice
fuses the theoretical with the personal. Through a series of thematic
photographic examinations Schlosser documents the behaviors, habits, and rituals of a clowder of cats with whom she cohabits. Arranged
by date and time, the images are grouped matter-of-factly around actions, objects, and events that describe human–feline inter-relations
and chart the codependent and shifting power exchange between the
two, where struggles over sovereignty persist and control over the
other is a short-lived and transient affair.
Several sequences of images, such as Inflict, 2011 and Theo, 2011,
display a distinctly forensic quality expressed through the concentration and arrangement of objects that float untethered on a flat

Julia Schlosser, Belle Caught My Foot Wanting Food. 8/10/11, 8:26
a.m., 2011, archival pigment print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series
Inflict

plane without the support of contextualizing detail. Inflict is a case in
point, composed of a number of closely cropped images of the artist’s

palette and fixed perimeter—imposes a clear and deliberately re-

injured body parts—scratched hands, wrists, ankles, and feet—cap-

strained methodology that yields a series of clinically recorded objects.

tured on a flatbed scanner. The grey-green hue of the scanner’s glassy

This surgical and evidentiary quality is especially visible in Theo, the

bed gives definition to the individual wounds and lends the flesh an

offending feline of the Inflict series, a body of work focused on injury,

unwholesome pallor. Isolated and disconnected from the corporeal

sickness, and convalescence. Organized chronologically, the images are

whole, the disembodied limbs are reminiscent of artifacts of worship

comprised of a collection of medical refuse and restorative materi-

and, like holy relics, Schlosser’s visions of suffering have an enthrall-

als—latex gloves, gauze, bloody cotton wool, swabs, prescription

ing and startling presence, enhanced by the limbs’ cadaverous ambi-

bottles, pills, and discharge papers—that chart Theo’s progress in the

guity and a childlike submission to the sublime.

immediate aftermath of a near-fatal cat fight. The results have the evidentiary heft of “scene-of-the-crime” photographs that reconstruct the

Schlosser’s use of the scanner to construct her images both mim-

unseen event but refuse to comment upon it. This is the secret of their

ics and updates the production of photograms. She employs one of

palpable tension: despite the objects’ emotional potency, the stubborn

the most raw and visceral photographic techniques, resulting in an

and unambiguous formality of their display distances the viewer from

uncompromising and unmediated directness. Her deployment of the

the living creatures that are their ultimate subject. Contributing to this

scanner—placing artifacts directly onto a surface with immutable

conflicting dynamic is the attendant text positioned discreetly beneath
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Julia Schlosser, Imogen Got Me while We Were
Playing. 11/13/11, 8:39 a.m., 2011, archival pigment
print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series Inflict
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each image. Short and pithy, with an exact record of the date and time
when the incident took place, the description drops coded hints at the
unusual dependence between Schlosser and Theo. The fusion between
the highly personal with the rigidly formal is remindful of Mary Kelly’s
spearheading Post-Partum Document, in which Kelly meticulously and
conceptually archives the mother-child bond, a project that is clearly
an influence on Schlosser’s thinking and work.
There is a discipline and conceptual rigor to the Inflict and Theo series,
which is in part achieved through the absence of the feline itself. We
are well aware that works about animals too often evoke unwarranted
sentimentality. Despite, or perhaps because of, the work’s clinical and
uncluttered form, a profile of both caregiver and receiver begins to
emerge revealing a hidden complexity and cherished intimacy between
the two, and by extension, the uneasy relations between animals and
humans, humans and humans. This serves to heighten the visual,
psychological, and intellectual pleasure of the work. In combination,
it is tempting to read Inflict and Theo—each concerned with injury,
sickness, and decay—as vexing metaphors for the human condition,
yet the tenderness expressed in them and care bestowed upon their
making projects an aspirational humanity rather than despair.
Julia Schlosser is a Los Angeles-based artist, writer, and educator whose
work elucidates the multilayered relationships between people and their
pets. Her book chapter “Tangible Affiliations: Photographic Representations of Touch between Human and Animal Companions” will be published in Experiencing Animal Minds, Columbia University Press, 2012.
Recent photographs and videos were seen at the Seminário Internacional Arte e Natureza, São Paulo, Brazil, and Tier-Perspektiven (Animal
Perspectives), Souterrain Gallery, Berlin, Germany. She completed her
MFA in photography at CSU, Fullerton, and her MA in art history at
CSU, Northridge. Currently she is a lecturer at CSU, Northridge, and CSU,
Los Angeles, where she teaches the practice and history of photography.
julia.schlosser@csun.edu
Ciara Ennis is the director/curator of Pitzer Art Galleries at Pitzer College, Claremont, CA. Ennis’s curatorial practice merges fact with fiction
and focuses on storytelling as a means to explore the fluidity and fragility
of identity, revealing the subtleties of the social, political, and the cultural
issues that impact our lives. Recent exhibitions include Capitalism in
Question (2010), co-curated with Daniel Joseph Martinez; Euan MacDonald: Kimball (2011); Synthetic Ritual (2011), co-curated with Gabi
Scardi; and Liz Glynn: No Second Troy (2012). She received her MA
in curating contemporary art from the Royal College of Art, London, and
is currently a doctoral student at Claremont Graduate University, in the
Department of Cultural Studies. ciara_ennis@pitzer.edu
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Julia Schlosser, Imogen Scratched Me while I Was Moving Her.
8/31/11, 7:38 a.m., 2011, archival pigment print, 20 x 27 inches.
From the series Inflict

Julia Schlosser, Remainder of Amoxicillin Pills,
11/20/11, 2:17 pm., Theo’s Ear Surgery, 2011, archival
pigment print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series Theo
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Julia Schlosser, Gauze with Blood from Cleaning Theo’s Ear Wound, 11/15/11, about 5:52
p.m., Theo’s ear surgery. (I saved the gauze in a Kleenex at the Vet’s office.), (v. 1), 2011,
archival pigment print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series Theo
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Julia Schlosser, Bandage Wrapping Theo’s Right Hind Leg, 11/16/11, Theo’s
Ear Surgery. (This was supposed to keep him from scratching the wound in
his ear.), 2011, archival pigment print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series Theo
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Julia Schlosser, E-collar, 11/16/11, Theo’s Ear Surgery. (He hated wearing
this.), 2011, archival pigment print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series Theo
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Julia Schlosser, Injection Site Bandage, 11/16/11, Theo’s Ear Surgery.
(I removed this about an hour after I brought him home.), 2011,
archival pigment print, 20 x 27 inches. From the series Theo
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Julia Schlosser, Amoxicillin Pill Bottle (five pills remaining), Theo’s
Ear Surgery, 11/20/11, 3:04 p.m., 2011, archival pigment print,
20 x 27 inches. From the series Theo
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